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2021 TERM 3 CALENDAR
Fri

3rd Aug

Father’s Day gifts

MonWed

6th—8th
Sept

Year 3/4 Briars Camp

Thurs

9th Sept

Be Safe On-line Incursion—Yr 3-6

Fri

17th
Sept

Last Day Term 3—

From the Principal
Covid Update
The ever-changing landscape of our COVID restrictions and
lockdown arrangements has definitely been challenging.
None the less, I found spending some time working with one
class this week in the teaching role both rewarding and uplifting. The optimistic attitude of the students in the class I
was working with, was contagious… in a positive way! What
I learnt through my WebEx sessions, class roll taking,
checklisting and checking Google Classroom, was the
ENORMOUS amount of work that goes into each day of
online learning for each classroom across the school.

CANCELLED

‘Footy Colours Day’

2021 TERM 4 CALENDAR
WedThurs

10th—
Whole School Musical
11th Nov
‘ The Fantastic Journey ’

Wed
—Fri

13th—
Term 4
15th Oct
Year 5/6 Camp to Grantville

On top of these efforts, we have our tutoring groups still operating, our English as an Additional Language supports still
occurring, our Equity and Intervention program still running,
and our High Abilities groups still being undertaken by selected students. What an incredibly versatile and determined
learning community our school is! I am so proud of you all
this week- just keep smiling… hopefully we will be back to
see each other ‘in person’ soon.

DISCO TOMORROW

Have you enrolled your
Foundation student for

Friday 3RD SEPT

2022 ?
(Online Tours available now )

9547 1146

- 10.00AM

We are very excited to share that this Friday 3rd of September we will be hosting another school disco! This time it will
be a VIRTUAL DISCO! There is no payment required for
students to attend.
Our DJ Sam.i.am will play music and games for the students
over Zoom. Please note that families will only be able to see
the DJ and possibly some of our ARPS staff. He will not be
able to see students
and students will not
be able to see each
other. This is set up
as a safety measure.
Please keep an eye
out on our Class Dojo
page for the Zoom
link that will be posted on Thursday night.
I can’t wait to see
those legendary
dance moves!
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NAPLAN 2021

Individual NAPLAN results for Year 3 and 5 students are now visible on Compass. Parents in Year 3 and 5
were provided with information via Dojo on Tuesday this week regarding how to access these results.
We are extremely pleased with the outcomes and progress of our students that these assessment results
confirm. This is particularly impressive given the challenges of remote learning for staff, students and parents over the past 2 years.
Some whole school results which were particularly pleasing, was the amount of learning growth our students
in Year 5 have shown since they last undertook the NAPLAN testing in Year 3, 2019.

58% of students in Year 5 showed high growth in Numeracy.

32% of students in Year 5 showed high growth in Reading

School Council will be provided with a report on our progress against Annual Implementation Plans in
relation to NAPLAN at our meeting in October. Overall, our students’ results are very pleasing in
NAPLAN 2021. Congratulations to parents, students and teachers on your efforts this year and last year
both onsite and in remote learning, to obtain such great results.
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CAMPS- A short update!
Sadly, we have had to cancel our Year 3 and 4 camp for 2021. Just like our students, we are so very disappointed that we cannot provide another opportunity for this cohort to attend Camp offsite this year. We will
aim to plan another special event for the students in Year 3 and 4 for later in Term 4- details will follow once
plans are finalised.
For our Year 5 and 6 students, our newly planned camp is still going ahead in Term 4. We are optimistic
about the prospect of this camp going ahead, and staff are working hard still to finalise all the arrangements.
The hard work, diligence, and persistence of our staff to pursue camping opportunities for our students has
been second to none. In acknowledging the efforts of these staff planning big events, I am sure our community understands the disappointment of everyone involved in the planning for these special events when they
are unable to go ahead. For families who have already paid for Year 3 and 4 camp, the work of admin staff to
individually reimburse each family is immense. The additional work for staff of cancelling buses, daily activities, food orders etc, is huge. I am sure everyone understands that the cancellation of our Year 3 and 4 camp
has not been an easy decision.

We will be sure to come up with something special for this cohort later in the term.

State School Spectacular
A message from the Victorian State School Spectacular Team:
We are saddened to announce that the public health team has recommended the 2021 Victorian State Schools
Spectacular be cancelled due to current COVID-19 restrictions and ongoing uncertainty as a result of the pandemic.
Rehearsals at John Cain Arena were to commence on Wednesday 1 September through to the performance day
scheduled for Saturday 11 September.
Our hearts go out to the talented and diligent student cast and crew who have been training and rehearsing for

months to put on a fantastic show.
We are grateful for the support of Spectacular school communities, teachers, parents and the team of industry
professionals who enabled these amazing young people to participate in this performing arts program, but the
safety and wellbeing of everyone involved is always our priority.
An electronic Spectacular Year Book will be produced to recognise the hard work, perseverance and achievements of the student participants. It will capture images and videos of all the student cast and crew over the past
seven months of preparation, and will be made freely available online.
Plans for the 2022 Spectacular performing arts program are already underway, as online auditions and school registrations take place from October, and statewide training will kick off in February 2022 - and we encourage all stu-

dents keen to be involved again in 2022 to register, audition and get ready for what we hope is a much more
Spectacular year.
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Grade Structure and Class Placements 2022
With families moving in and out of the Mulgrave area over the past 12 months due to the impact of COVID,
our year level cohort numbers have changed, resulting in an impact on the class structure plans for 2022.
It is very likely that several classes will be composite classes (or mixed year level classes) in 2022. Such
classes can have huge benefits for students who are eager to extend their friendship groups, reinforce the
learning from previous years, or demonstrate leadership and independence as some of the older students in
a class group.
When considering any requests on educational groups for class placements in 2022, parents are asked to
also consider whether their child/ren may benefit from being in a composite class next year. Parents who
have a specific request to be placed in a composite class for 2022, should ensure they do so in writing.
Staff are yet to be allocated to classes for next year. Information about teacher/class allocations will be available to parents in December.
Families of students intending to move out of the area, are asked to let the school know as soon as
possible to support any further considerations in relation to this class plan for 2022.

Determining class placements is a complex task and staff members undertake a considerable process to ensure that the best possible placement is made to meet each student's educational needs.
Factors that we take into consideration when making class placements include: academic achievement, personal/ interpersonal development, gender balance, whole class dynamics and other individual needs. It is
important to understand that with so many factors to consider it is not possible to accommodate every request.
The form attached to this newsletter (below) can be used to return written considerations for student class
placements in 2022. Requests received after 30th October will not be considered. Alternatively, parents can
access this link to complete the same form online (all information is confidential):
https://forms.gle/gMk6thifVMmDNiCZ7

Repeating Students in 2021- initial advice and information for parents

With the ongoing impact of COVID 19, there may be heightened anxiety for parents around student progress,
and the desire to repeat a child may very much be in the forefront of some parents’ thinking, particularly for
those whose child achieves at the lower end of the continuum, or for those with a child in Foundation.
DET Policy advises: “Schools should regularly promote students to the next year level with their peer
group. Schools use their professional expertise and judgment in relation to these matters.
Students are retained only in exceptional circumstances where a school considers it is required for
the long-term benefit of the student, for example, considering their social, welfare and academic
needs. Schools must ensure that parents/carers are fully advised of the options that the school considers to best meet individual student needs. Students however should not be retained without the
consent of parents/carers.”
Research has found that repeating a year can be associated with negative effects across a range of subjects, work skills, study skills and social outcomes. Students who repeat tend to perform lower on assessments of social and emotional adjustment, and report more negative attitudes towards school. Academic progress is only one facet of considerations for repeating a student. Albany Rise Primary School uses a range of
data and observations to determine if repeating a year is appropriate for a student; this includes peer connectedness, academic growth, maturity, emotional needs, teacher and parent knowledge of each child.
All requests made to repeat a student by parent/carer are referred to the Principal team by the class teacher.
At ARPS, all efforts to support every student during remote learning will remain a high priority, with the homeschool partnership continuing to be a significant factor at this time. Such support will continue when a return
to school occurs. Our aim is to ensure all students remain connected to their school, peers and learning to
provide a smooth transition into the 2022 school year.

We are still accepting enrolments for 2022.
Enrol N O W for Foundation (Prep) 2022.
Call us on 9547 1146 for a School Tour.
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Growing Independent learners
We are all keen for students to do well at school and complete their
tasks to the best of their abilities. To ensure children continue to build
their skills and grow as learners, it is important that as much of their
work as possible, is completed independently. This means letting children make the mistakes they can learn from. Allowing students learn
from mistakes also helps each teacher gauge where the next step in
learning needs to occur. Thank you to all our parents and carers who
are providing high levels of direction, support and encouragement to
our young learners, as they make their own mistakes and present their
own efforts to teachers for feedback and ‘next steps’ in learning.

Cyber Safety & eSmart
With all of our children currently undertaking daily remote learning classes, the importance on a focus on
embedding children’s Online Safety skills has never been more important.
As parents and carers, you have the best opportunity to support and guide your children to avoid online risks and have safer experiences.
The Australian eSafety Commisioner has developed advice for parents and carers to
support the online safety of young children.
This guide covers some of the key online safety issues for young people and includes a range of practical tips and advice on what to do if things go wrong. It covers common online safety
issues like managing time online, using parent controls and setting and responding to issues like cyberbullying, inappropriate content, sending personal images and contact from strangers.
For more information, please explore the eSafety website.
https://www.esafety.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-04/aus-global-parent-online-safety-advice_1.pdf

Parent Occupations
Please remember to notify the school if there is a change to your occupation status. The school is measured by and receives funding from the Department of Education and Training, based on family occupations. To maximise the benefits
to the school it is vital that all families notify the school if there is a change. By updating our records the school ensures
that it will receive the maximum resources possible to deliver the best educational opportunities for your children. If
you become unemployed, change your job title or return to work please notify the school office by phone, written note
or email.
Thank you

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
0A

Daniel E

0W

Xavier

12P

Harrison T

1T

Katrina

2S

Avi

3M

Isabella

34R

Vishall

4W

Aya

5SM

Mohammed, James

56N

Mia

6C

Alisha, Andy

6F

Sheldon, Ariel
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FROM THE LIBRARY—A message from Ms Foley

What an amazing Book Week!
Green Sheep hunting!
•
Fur
•
reading buddies!
emoji mystery book titles!
•

•
•

book Week character parade!
Thanks to everyone who
was involved.
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